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Abstract
We have implemented both checkpointing and migration of processes under UNIX as a part of the Condor
package. Checkpointing, remote execution, and process migration are different, but closely related ideas; the relationship between these ideas is explored. A unique feature of the Condor implementation of these items is that they
are accomplished entirely at user level. Costs and benefits of implementing these features without kernel support
are presented. Portability issues, and the mechanisms we have devised to deal with these issues, are discussed in
concrete terms. The limitations of our implementation, and possible avenues to relieve some of these limitations,
are presented.
1. Introduction
Condor is a software package for executing long-running, computation-intensive jobs on workstations which
would otherwise be idle. Idle workstations are located and allocated to users automatically. Condor preserves a
large measure of the originating machine’s execution environment on the execution machine, even if the originating
and execution machines do not share a common file system. Condor jobs are automatically checkpointed and
migrated between workstations as needed to ensure eventual completion. This paper describes the checkpointing
and remote execution mechanisms.
The Condor package as a whole has been documented elsewhere [1,2,3]. This paper focuses on the actual
mechanisms for remote execution and process migration, limitations on migrating processes without kernel support,
portability issues, and the evolution of our implementation of these mechanisms.
In contrast to the process migration mechanisms offered by such systems as the V-system[4], Sprite[5], and
Charlotte[6], Condor supports remote execution and process migration on a variety of UNIX platforms, and is
implemented completely outside the kernel. Because it requires no changes to the operating system, Condor is portable and can be used in environments where access to the internals of the system is not possible. Condor does pay a
price for this flexibility in both the speed and completeness of its process migration.
The combination of remote execution and checkpointing means that a process may migrate among processors
during its lifetime, and thus must see the same file system view wherever it is run. “In kernel” process migration
systems such as Sprite and Charlotte were designed for environments that ensure such uniformity. While careful
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administration of NFS or AFS, can ensure a homogeneous environment, heterogeneous environments are common, and requiring a uniform name space would severely limit the scope of Condor’s usefulness. Therefore Condor
uses a technique called “remote system calls” in which requests for file-system access are trapped and forwarded to
a “shadow” process on the submitting machine.
Several systems have been implemented which offer process migration, but not checkpointing. Offering both
mechanisms in combination has two advantages. First, jobs are immune to machine or network crashes. Because
Condor jobs aren’t killed by these events, users can submit large batches of jobs, and then go on to other work, (or
leave for the weekend), without worrying about all their jobs being aborted by a sudden power outage or other
disaster. Second, checkpointing allows a job to remain idle during periods when all workstations are busy with
interactive work. In UNIX, a process, even if stopped, consumes resources (such as swap space). Because the most
important benefit of having a workstation is immediate response, our policy is to ensure absolute priority for interactive use.
2. Remote System Calls
To understand Condor’s remote system calls, one must first consider normal UNIX system calls. Every
UNIX program, whether or not written in the C language, is linked with the “C” library. This library provides a
large number of functions, including the standard I/O library (traditionally described in section 3 of the manual), as
well as interfaces to the kernel facilities described in section 2. These latter functions are generally implemented as
“stubs,” which push their arguments and a “call number” identifying the facility onto the user stack, and execute a
machine-defined supervisor call instruction. In some newer implementations, the mechanism is a bit different, but
the general idea is the same; each system call has a corresponding function in the C library which comprises a very
thin layer between the user code and the system. Figure 1 illustrates the normal UNIX system call mechanism.
Figure 2 shows how we have altered the system call mechanism by providing a special version of the C
library which performs system calls remotely. This library, like the normal C library, has a stub for each UNIX system call. These stubs either execute a request locally by mimicking the normal stubs or package it into a message
which is sent to the shadow process. The shadow executes the system call on the initiating machine, packages the
results, and sends them back to the stub. The stub then returns to the application program in exactly the same way
the normal system call stub would have, had the call been done locally. The shadow runs with the same user and
group ids, and in the same directory as the user process would have had it been executing on the submitting
machine. This scheme ensures a uniform view of the file system, as well as avoiding certain security problems.
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Figure 2. Remote System Calls
3. Checkpointing
Ideally, checkpointing and restarting a process means storing the process state and later restoring it in such a
way that the process can continue where it left off. In other words, as far as the user code is concerned, the checkpoint never happened. In the most general case, the state of a UNIX process may include pieces of information
which are known only to the kernel, or which may not be possible to recreate. For example if a process is communicating with other processes at the time of the checkpoint, and those processes are no longer extant at the time of the
restoration, that part of the state cannot be reproduced. While some UNIX processes include state which cannot be
saved and restored, there are a large number of jobs whose state is simple enough that they can be checkpointed and
restarted without harm to their original mission. In the Condor project we have concentrated on providing practical
means for remote execution, checkpointing, and migration of such jobs.
The state of a UNIX process includes the contents of memory (the text, data, and stack segments), processor
registers, and the status of open files. Restoring the text segment is easy since it does not change and is available as
part of the original executable file. Our approaches to saving and restoring each of the other items have changed
over the years, mainly in response to portability issues. In the earliest versions of Condor, the data and stack were
saved by writing them directly into a file, and the register contents were saved by architecture-specific assembler
routines. Each time we ported Condor to a new hardware platform or a different version of UNIX we were “bitten”
by some part of the checkpointing mechanism which was either very difficult or impossible to port. Thus we gradually changed our methods to rely on basic UNIX mechanisms rather than on specific implementations. In other
words, we use standard mechanisms that have already been ported by the provider of the kernel and C library.
Our current approach is to create a new checkpoint file from pieces of the previous checkpoint and a core
image. The checkpoint is itself a UNIX executable file (“a.out”). While core files are generally intended to aid in
debugging a process which has committed an error, such as attempting an illegal memory access, they also serve as
a portable mechanism for saving the state of a process at a given point in time. Not surprisingly, the information
needed to debug a process and the information needed to restart it are almost exactly the same. The text for the new
executable is of course an exact copy of the text from the original. The data area is copied directly from the core
file to the initialized data area of the new executable file. The saved stack area is also copied into the new executable in a section which is not normally used by the UNIX process initialization mechanism. Restoring some of the
other items in the new instantiation of the process is trickier. For example, although volatile state (such as register
contents and the program counter) is recorded in the core image, restoring it directly would require machinedependent assembler routines. Instead, we use the Unix signal-handling machinery and the setjmp/longjmp facilities in the C library.
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Figure 4. Checkpointing

Figures 3 through 7 illustrate various steps in checkpointing and restoring a typical UNIX process. Figure 3
depicts the virtual address space of an application program that has been linked with the Condor versions of the C
library and startup routine. Routines written by the application programmer as well as those provided by the condor
version of the C library co-exist at various locations in the Text segment. The data area consists of both the initialized and uninitialized data from the original executable as well as any data space allocated at run time, e.g. by the
sbrk system call. The stack area consists of the per-process kernel data, (the “u_area”, followed by stack frames
for each function in the currently active execution stack. Since Condor must do its own initialization before any of
the the user’s code is called, the first frame on the stack is for the Condor routine MAIN. MAIN calls the user’s
main with the correct argc, argv, and envp.
The initialization code in MAIN establishes a signal handler for the SIGTSTP signal, which is used to
inform a Condor job that it should checkpoint itself. Information about all files which the process currently has
open is kept in a table by the Condor version of the open system call routine. The TSTP handler updates this
information with the current file pointer location for each file using the lseek system call and uses the C library’s
setjmp call to record its state (including the program counter) in a buffer. Finally the handler sends itself a
SIGQUIT signal to cause a core-dump and terminate. Figure 4 depicts the state of the process just before the
SIGQUIT is received.
Figure 5 depicts the new checkpoint file being created from pieces of the previous checkpoint file and the core
file. The data and stack areas come from the core file, while the text comes from the previous checkpoint file. The
“other info” referred to is generally symbol table information, which may be preserved for the benefit of debuggers.
Before a Condor process is executed for the first time, its executable file is modified to look exactly like a checkpoint file with a zero size stack area, so that every checkpoint is done the same way.
When the new process starts, UNIX will initialize it with the data saved in the executable file, thus the process
is born with the data area already restored. Besides the data needed by the user code, the data area contains the
jump buffer and the open file table which were saved by the TSTP handler in the previous execution. UNIX will
initialize the process with a minimal stack, which must be replaced by the stack information saved in the checkpoint
file. The code that restores the stack needs a special stack of its own so that it doesn’t interfere with the “real” stack
being restored. To move its stack pointer into the data segment, it establishes a handler for the SIGUSR2 signal
with a “signal stack” in the data segment, and then sends itself that signal. The USR2 handler uses the values stored
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in the file table to reopen all files which were open at the time of the checkpoint, and seek them to their correct
offsets. Figure 6 shows the state of the process just before the stack is overwritten with the saved stack information.
After the stack is restored, the USR2 handler calls longjmp with the state saved by the setjmp in the
TSTP handler of the original process. The stack pointer and program counter are restored to their values as of the
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setjmp call, and the SIGTSTP handler simply returns, restoring other volatile state (such as processor registers)
as it was before the SIGTSTP signal. Figure 7 shows the state of the process after the longjmp, and just before
the TSTP handler returns.
Condor uses inherently portable mechanisms to restore a process’s stack and registers from their checkpointed
values, and does not resort to any assembler code whatsoever. Since individual write calls are not traced, the file
recovery scheme requires that all file updates be idempotent (repeating operations does no harm). For typical UNIX
file usage, this restriction seems not be much of a problem.
4. Network File Systems
The remote system call scheme described above assures correct operation in inhomogeneous file-naming
environments. If, however, a network file system such as NFS is in use, an important optimization is possible. For
example, consider the common situation in which a single file server serves an entire local-area network. Each I/O
request is forwarded from the “worker” machine to the shadow, which then accesses the file over the network using
NFS. If the stub executed the I/O request directly, the results would be the same, but one network round-trip would
be avoided. The situation is even worse if the file is physically located on the worker machine: Two network
round-trips are used when none are needed. To improve the performance in these cases, Condor incorporates a
mechanism to avoid the use of remote system calls when a file is more directly accessible. At the time of an open
request, the stub sends a name translation request to the submitting machine. The shadow process responds with a
translated pathname in the form of hostname:pathname, where the hostname may refer to a file server, and the pathname is the name by which the file is known on the server (which may be different from the pathname on the submitting machine, because of mount points and symbolic links). The stub then examines the mount table on the
machine where it is executing, and if possible accesses the file without using the shadow process. Whenever a process is checkpointed and restarted on another machine, the name translation process is repeated, since access to
remotely mounted files may vary among the execution machines. Figure 8 illustrates an example where the pathnames of the target file on the initiating and executing machines are different. The open routine sends a request to
the shadow for a translation of the pathname “/u2/john”, and the shadow responds with the external name
“fileserver:/staff/john”. The open routine then translates the external name to the name by which the file is known
on the executing machine, namely “/usr1/john”, and opens the file using normal system calls, e.g. via NFS.
5. Limitations
Condor has been found to be an extremely useful tool for a particular class of application: A single-process,
computation-intensive, long-running job. Other kinds of application are currently hindered by Condor’s limitations,
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some of which could be relatively easily lifted (and probably will be in future releases), and others of which appear
to be inherent. Condor currently does not support applications that use signals, timers, memory-mapped files, or
shared libraries. We expect some of these restrictions will be relaxed in future versions of Condor. The most painful limitation is that Condor does not support any sort of inter-process communication. Aside from the well-known
difficulty of achieving a consistent snapshot of a multi-process program, there is the problem of hidden state in the
form of messages inside pipes. Implementing multi-process Condor jobs would also greatly complicate the Condor
scheduling algorithm (which is beyond the scope of this paper).
The high cost of process migration limits the usefulness of Condor for small jobs. Process migration involves
many steps: First the process causes a core dump. The core file and executable module are combined to produce a
new executable, which is returned to the submitting machine, where it resides until a new execution site becomes
available. The executable is then transferred over the network, and execution resumes. Transferring a Condor job
with a 6 megabyte address space between two DECstation 3100’s on an Ethernet we obtained rates of about 250K
Bps (bytes/sec) for dumping core, 130K Bps for updating the checkpoint file, 250K Bps for transferring the new
checkpoint file from the execution site to the originating machine, and 250K Bps for transferring the new checkpoint file from the originating machine to a new execution site. Altogether, it takes about two minutes to migrate
such a process. In practice the job must wait on the originating machine until the scheduler can locate a new execution site, and the scheduler only runs once every 10 minutes.
There are however some significant benefits to an implementation which does not depend on access to the
kernel code. Most obvious of these is the portability which may be obtained. Condor currently runs on ten different
hardware/software platforms: the IBM R6000 running AIX, the IBM RT/PC running AOS, Sun 3 and Sun 4 workstations running SunOS, the Silicon Graphics 4D workstation running IRIX, the Hewlett-Packard 9000 under 4.3
BSD UNIX, the Digital Equipment DECstation and VAXstation running Ultrix, and the Sequent Symmetry running
Dynix. A related but somewhat different issue is availability in the real world. If our process migration and checkpointing facilities were embedded in an operating system, then it is unlikely many others would run that system even
if it were ported to their hardware and freely available. If Condor required a homogeneous server-based file
environment, many sites would not be able to use it. As it is, Condor is available via anonymous ftp (contact the
first author for details) and is running at many sites throughout the United States and Europe.
6. Future Work
Work with Condor is ongoing at Wisconsin. We are particularly interested in moving Condor to larger groups
of machines, including groups which are connected by wide-area rather than local-area networks. We are also
interested in integrating constrained forms of inter process communication with Condor such as Linda[7]. The three
areas of continuing effort relating to the mechanisms described here are efficiency, functionality, and portability.
With regard to efficiency, many methods are possible for saving, migrating, and restoring the necessary pieces of a
UNIX process. In some circumstances, we could transfer processes directly between execution sites rather than
always sending a checkpoint file back to the originating site. We could use data compression to reduce the volume
of data transferred and stored. We could read the stack and data directly from a core file into a new instantiation of
a process rather than converting the core file to an executable module.
In the area of functionality, the most often requested item is support for signals. This feature is non-trivial,
because much of the information regarding user defined signal handlers, the handling of signals on special stacks,
the blocking and unblocking of signals, and so forth is maintained by the kernel in ways which vary among UNIX
implementations. Nonetheless, a restricted form of signal facility could probably be provided that would
significantly increase the number of applications supported. Unfortunately both optimizations and more general
UNIX semantics work against portability. It is often easy to find a solution to one of the optimization or functionality problems which works on some platforms, but not others.
7. Conclusions
Condor has accomplished checkpointing and process migration on “vanilla” UNIX systems. Both facilities
are generally only implemented inside an operating system, if at all. Although this design decision incurs a cost,
both in efficiency and generality of application programs supported, it makes Condor available to far wider user
community,
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Availability
Condor is available via anonymous ftp from "shorty.cs.wisc.edu", (128.105.2.8).
request@cs.wisc.edu” if you would like to be on our mailing list.
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